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Abstract This paper presents a numerical study of pile–

soil interaction due to application of axial and lateral loads

to piles in sand. The pile–soil interaction was analyzed

using the finite difference (FD) software LPILE and two

finite element (FE) software. The three-dimensional (3D)

FE models of pile–soil interaction have been created using

Abaqus/Cae and SAP2000. Various types of soft soil were

studied, such as loose, medium, and dense sand. A lateral

displacement of 2 cm was applied to the top of the pile

while maintaining a zero slope in a guided fixation. A

combined lateral and axial load of 300 kN was also stud-

ied. The paper compared between the bending moments

and lateral displacements along the depth of the pile

obtained from the FD solutions and FE analyses. A para-

metric study was conducted to study the effect of crucial

design parameters such as the modulus of elasticity of soil

and the number of nonlinear soil springs that can be used to

model the soil. A good agreement between the results

obtained by the FE models and the FD solution was

observed. Also, the FE models were capable of predicting

the pile–soil interaction for all types of soft soil.

Keywords Pile � Pile-soil interaction � Pile loads

Introduction

The pile foundation is used when it is necessary to transfer

the loads from the superstructure and abutment to a

stronger soil beneath the weak soil near the ground surface,

which is not capable of carrying the loads. The pile foun-

dations are subjected to vertical loads as well as lateral

loads. To design piles, it is desired to understand pile–soil

interaction. Moreover, it is important to construct flexible

abutments with piles to permit longitudinal movement in

bridges due to thermal, shrinkage, and creep effects

(Dicleli and Albhaisi 2003). The steel H-pile (HP-sections)

is the most common type of piles that are used to support

the abutment of integral bridges.

The pile–soil interaction is a complex problem. The

soil is not isotropic, homogeneous, or linear therefore it is

important to account for these complicated characteristics

(Dutta and Roy 2001). The interaction between the

structure and soil has a potential to affect the behavior of

the structure (Abdel-Mohti and Pekcan 2013a, b). It is

important to evaluate this pile–soil interaction under the

effect of both axial and lateral loads. A number of

approaches can be used to analyze piles subjected to a

lateral loading such as subgrade reaction approach, elastic

approach, and finite element approach. Most engineers

prefer the p–y curve method over elastic continuum and

finite element analysis methods. In each approach, it may

be possible to conduct static or dynamic analysis and also

the behavior of pile, soil, or pile–soil interaction may be

linear or nonlinear. The p–y approach, Winkler subgrade,

models the lateral soil–pile interaction using a set of

empirical p–y curves (Hartog 1952). In the subgrade

modulus reaction approach (Reese and Matlock 1956;

Georgiadis and Butterfield 1982; Sawant et al. 1996), the

pile is modeled as an elastic beam while the continuum of
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the soil is ignored as the soil is modeled using a series of

independent springs having constant stiffness. In spite of

the simplicity of this method, it can provide reasonably

accurate results. Other approaches include the elastic

continuum approach (Spillers and Stoll 1964; Poulos

1971; Banerjee and Davies 1978) and the finite element

method. In the elastic approach, the soil is assumed as an

elastic continuum. Recently, numerical methods have

gained momentum; therefore, a number of researchers

used linear and nonlinear finite element analysis to study

the pile–soil interaction (Yegian and Wright 1973; Desai

1974; Desai and Abel 1974; Desai and Appel 1976; Ku-

hlemeyer 1979; Desai et al. 1981; Zaman et al. 1993;

Narsimha Rao and Ramkrishna 1996; Bransby and

Springman 1999; Ng and Zhang 2001; Sawant and De-

waikar 2001; Krishnamoorthy and Anil 2003; Krishna-

moorthy and Nitin 2005; Dewaikar et al. 2007; Zhang

2009; Chore et al. 2010; Muqtadir and Desai 1986;

Pressley and Poulos 1986; Brown and Shie 1990a, b,

1991; Trochanis et al. 1991; Kimura et al. 1995; Wakai

et al. 1999; Pan et al. 2002). The finite element approach

has a capability to deal with any configurations of struc-

tures and soil. It was concluded that finite element ana-

lysis can be a reliable tool to predict the pile–soil

interaction under the effect of lateral load since it can

account for the soil mass and the nonlinear nature of pile–

soil interaction. It is recommended to orientate the pile for

bending about the major axis to improve the displacement

capacity of the bridge under low-cycle fatigue while it is

recommended to change the orientation of the pile for

bending about minor axis if the flexural capacity of the

abutment governs the displacement capacity of the bridge

(Dicleli and Albhaisi 2003).

The effect of various parameters, such as profiles of soil

layers, pile length, and soil layer properties has been

investigated (Avaei et al. 2008; Davisson and Gill 1963;

Lee and Karunaratne 1987; Reese et al. 1981). LPILE

program, developed by Ensoft, uses a method that assumes

Fig. 1 Soil property inputs for

medium sand soil in the finite

difference (FD) LPILE model

Fig. 2 Master surface in Abaqus/Cae defining the contact behavior

between steel and sand and the rigid body elements at the top of the

pile embedded in the pile cap
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p–y curves (Reese et al. 2004). David and Forth (2011)

investigated the use of finite element models at which the

structure was assumed to behave linearly and soil is non-

linear. Sanjaya Kumar et al. (2007) investigated the per-

formance of laterally loaded piles in high marine clay soil

using ABAQUS and p–y method. Also, Suleiman et al.

(2010) conducted an experiment to measure the pile–soil

interaction in laterally loaded piles having small diameters

in loose sand soil. Chioui and Chenu (2007) presented an

equivalent model for a linear pile–soil interaction of lat-

erally loaded piles using a set of equivalent soil springs.

The soil commonly behaves like an elastic–plastic

material. There are a large number of available soil con-

stitutive models that can be used to represent the soil

including Winkler Model, Mohr–Coulomb Model, (Modi-

fied) Cam–Clay model, Duncan–Chang Model, and Elastic

Continuum Model. The Winkler Model is considered a

simplified model, in which the soil can be modeled using

linear or nonlinear springs. The Mohr–Coulomb Model is

elastic–perfectly plastic and takes into account the effect of

stresses on the strength of soil. The failure criteria are

defined by the friction angles and cohesion of soil. The

(Modified) Cam–Clay Model is an elastic–plastic strain

hardening model at which nonlinearity is modeled using

hardening plasticity. The Duncan–Chang Model is also

called hyperbolic model and it is stress-dependent model

used to describe nonlinearity of cohesive and cohesionless

soil. The Elastic Continuum Model represents infinite soil

medium.

Due to the change in temperature, the bridge experi-

ences expansions and contractions, which in turn are

experienced by the supporting piles. The effect of this daily

and seasonal temperature change is dependent on the

magnitude of temperature change and the length of the

bridge. This thermal loading shall be considered in the

design of piles.

This research examines the pile–soil interaction for

various types of sand soil including loose, medium, and

dense sand. The objectives of this research are to: (1) use a

Fig. 3 A schematic diagram of the cross-sectional elevation of the Instrumented Bridge (Khodair and Hassiotis 2013)

Fig. 4 Boundary conditions at the top of the pile and along the

exterior surface of sand
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number of software to evaluate pile–soil interaction, such

as the finite difference software LPILE (2012) and the

finite element software Abaqus/Cae and SAP2000, (2)

compare the bending moments and lateral displacements

induced along the depth of the pile using the finite differ-

ence method and the finite element models, and (3) conduct

a parametric study to determine the effect of relevant

design parameters which include the soil modulus of

elasticity, varying the sand soil type including loose,

medium, dense sand, and varying the number of soil

springs on the pile induced bending moment and lateral

displacements along its depth. In order to achieve the

objectives of this research, the authors (1) employed a 2D

finite difference (FD) method model using LPILE, (2)

developed 3D finite element (FE) models of the pile–soil

system using Abaqus/Cae and SAP2000, and (3) analyzed

the effect of crucial design parameters, which were listed

before, on piles bending moment and lateral displacement

and then drew our conclusions.

Bridge description

The bridge studied is a steel girder bridge. It consists of one

span with span length of about 45.5 m and width of

32.18 m. The reinforced concrete deck is *25.4 cm thick

and the spacing between stringers is 3.35 m. The abutment

is supported using HP 16 9 101 A572 steel piles.

Finite difference method model

A 2D finite difference (FD) model of the pile–soil inter-

action was developed using LPILE (2012). The model is

based on stress equilibrium in 2D solved using the finite

difference method. The pile was modeled according to the

exact dimensions of an HP 16 9 101. The soil profile

consists of four layers: three layers of sand and one layer of

weak rock (Fig. 1). The angles of friction of the three

layers of sand are 32�, 30�, and 26� from top to bottom.

Table 1 Number and locations of springs used to model the soil

Number of

nonlinear soil

springs (n)

3 5 6 8 10 12 14

At distance

from top of

the pile (m)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.61

0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 1.22

1.22 1.83

1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.83 2.44

2.44 3.05

3.51 2.36 2.36 3.05 3.66

3.51 3.51 3.51 3.66 4.27

5.79 5.79 4.65 4.65 4.27 4.88

4.88 5.49

5.71 5.79 5.79 5.49 5.79

10.36 10.36 8.08 5.79 8.08

10.36 10.36 10.36

12.65 12.65
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Fig. 5 Sample of generated

p–y curves at predefined

locations along the depth of the

pile using the FD solution by

LPILE
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The pile is oriented such that bending is about the weak

axis. Figure 1 shows the properties used to define the sand

layers and weak rock layer in LPILE. Also, in LPILE, the

sand soil type was varied as loose, medium, and dense

having k of 6,790, 24,430, and 61,000 kPa/m, respectively.

Finite element models

Two 3D finite element models of the pile–soil interaction

were developed using the finite element software Abaqus/

Cae and SAP2000 to study the nonlinear behavior of the

soil.

In the Abaqus/Cae model, an elastic model was adopted

for modeling the steel piles with a modulus of elasticity of

200,000 MPa. The studied soils are loose, medium, and

dense sand with c of 2,002 kg/m3 and k varying as 6,790,

24,430, and 61,000 kPa/m, respectively. A strain hardening

model using Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion was adopted

for the soil. For all sands, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 and an

angle of internal friction of 30� were used in the definition

of the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion. To study the loose

sand, the modulus of elasticity of the sand was varied

between 10,000 and 30,000 kPa to determine the proper

modulus of elasticity that can be used to represent the loose

sand. More effort was required to study the medium sand.

The modulus of elasticity of the sand was varied between

10,000 and 69,000 kPa to determine the proper modulus of

elasticity that can be used to represent the medium sand. It

was necessary to further refine the initial values of modulus

of elasticity that were considered to arrive at the proper

modulus of elasticity that can be used to realistically rep-

resent the medium sand. To study the dense sand, larger

values of modulus of elasticity of the sand were considered

and varied between 40,000 and 69,000 kPa to determine

the proper modulus of elasticity that can be used to rep-

resent the dense sand. The interaction between the sand and

the pile was modeled by defining tangential and normal

contact behavior in the FE model. A master and slave

surfaces were defined in the FE model as shown in Fig. 2.

The master surface was represented by the exterior surface

of the pile, and the slave surface by interior surface of the

sand which was extruded according to the exact dimen-

sions of the pile. The tangential contact between the two

surfaces was defined using a friction coefficient of 0.58. A

relatively fine mesh was adopted for the pile and a coarser

mesh was adopted for the sand soil as shown in Fig. 3. In

this model, the pile and sand were modeled using eight-

nodded solid continuum elements (C3D8R) to account for

the continuum nature of the soil in Abaqus/Cae. The bot-

tom of the pile was fixed into the FE model to simulate the

embedment of the pile into rock below a depth of 14.94 m

and the exterior surface of the soil cylinder was fixed to

model the confinement of the soil at its limits as shown in

Fig. 4. The degrees of freedom of the elements at the top of

the pile were restrained to a reference point defined at the

centroid of the pile’s cross section in what defines a rigid

body motion to model the guided fixation occurring due to

the embedment of the top of the pile into the pile cap for a

distance of about 0.3 m.

In the SAP2000 model, an elastic three-dimensional (3D)

frame element was adopted for modeling the steel piles. The

steel pile, made of A572 steel with a modulus of elasticity of

200,000 MPa and yield strength of 345 MPa, was used. The

soil was modeled using nonlinear springs. Various number

of soil springs were tried for loose, medium, and dense sand

Fig. 6 Pile model overview using SAP2000. a Undeformed shape of

pile and b deformed shape of pile due to a lateral displacement of

2 cm
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to determine the suitable number and distribution of springs

that can be used with each type of sand. Table 1 shows the

number and distribution of nonlinear soil springs that were

considered and studied for each type of sand. Plastic (Wen)

link element available in SAP2000 was used to model the

hysteresis of soil. The springs were assigned in the longi-

tudinal direction of the bridge. The nonlinear properties of

the link elements were obtained using the generated

p–y curves from the FD solution by LPILE (Fig. 5). The

number of soil springs were varied to investigate the effect

of changing the number of springs on the performance of

the pile and to determine the proper number of springs that

should be used. The seven alternatives (Table 1) include

using 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 springs along the depth of the

pile: (1) in the 3 springs model, springs were assigned at 0,

1.22, and 5.79 m below the top of the pile, (2) in the 5

springs model, springs were assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22, 3.51,

and 5.71 m below the top of the pile, (3) in the 6 springs

model, springs were assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22, 3.51, 5.79,

and 10.36 m below the top of the pile, (4) in the 8 springs

model, springs were assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22, 2.36, 3.51,

4.65, 5.79, and 10.36 m below the top of the pile, (5) in the

10 springs model, springs were assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22,

2.36, 3.51, 4.65, 5.79, 8.08, 10.36, and 12.65 m below the

top of the pile, (6) in the 12 springs model, springs were

assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22, 1.83, 2.44, 3.05, 3.66, 4.27, 4.88,

5.49, 5.79, and 10.36 m below the top of the pile, and (7) in

the 14 springs model, springs were assigned at 0, 0.61, 1.22,

1.83, 2.44, 3.05, 3.66, 4.27, 4.88, 5.49, 5.79, 8.08, 10.36,

and 12.65 m below the top of the pile. The p–y curves were

developed in LPILE at the defined depth locations and

hence the soil stiffness at various depth locations was cal-

culated and hysteretic behavior was obtained. Fixity was

assigned at the bottom of the pile to simulate the embed-

ment of the pile into rock below a depth of 14.94 m as

shown in Fig. 6. The degrees of freedom of the elements at

the top of the pile were restrained in a way to define a rigid

body motion to model the guided fixation due to the

embedment of the top of the pile into the pile cap for a

distance of 30 cm.

Loading

In the first part of the study, a displacement of 2 cm, which

corresponds to a temperature change of 44 �C was applied

to the reference point of the rigid body defined at the top of

the pile to model the lateral displacement caused by

Fig. 7 A contour plot of pile lateral displacement, U1 due to an imposed lateral displacement of 2 cm at the top of the pile
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thermal expansions and contractions at the top of the pile,

while imposing a zero slope (guided-fixation), without

applying any axial load. In the second part of the study, the

effect of the axial load (300 kN), which corresponds to the

dead and live loads resulting from the bridge superstructure

was applied as a vertical load at the reference point

defining the rigid body motion at the top of the pile to study

the effect of including the axial load in addition to the

lateral displacement on the induced bending moments and

lateral displacements along the depth of the pile. Figures 3,

6, 7, and 8 show the lateral bending stress (S33), the lateral

displacement (U1), and the bending moment (M22) along

the depth of the pile.

Comparison between the FE models and LPILE

The results obtained from the FE models (Abaqus/Cae and

SAP2000) were compared to those produced by the FD

model (LPILE 2012). The bending moment and lateral

displacement induced along the depth of the pile due to a

lateral displacement of 2 cm applied at the top of the pile

were compared using the three models for verification

purposes. Figures 9 through 22 show a comparison

between the results of FE models by Abaques/Cae and

SAP2000 and results of LPILE solutions. Abaqus/Cae

accounts for the continuum nature of the soil, while LPILE

analysis is based on discrete definition of the soil, where

the stiffness of the soil at one point does not affect the

other. Models in SAP2000 have nonlinear soil springs

assigned at different depth locations along the pile length.

Parametric study

A parametric study was conducted to analyze the effect of

crucial design parameters such as the variation in sand

type, variation in the magnitudes of modulus of elasticity,

and the number of soil springs on the bending moment and

lateral displacements induced along the depth of the pile.

Effect of variation in modulus of elasticity

As mentioned before, loose, medium, and dense sand were

studied. Various values of modulus of elasticity were used

to study the effect of the stiffness of the sand under a lateral

deformation of 2 cm. For the loose sand, the modulus of

elasticity of the sand was varied between 10,000 and

30,000 kPa. For the medium sand, the modulus of elasticity

of the sand was varied between 10,000 and 69,000 kPa,

and further refinement of the initial values of modulus of

elasticity was needed to arrive at the proper modulus of

elasticity that can be used to realistically represent the

medium sand. For the dense sand, larger values of modulus

of elasticity of the sands were considered and varied

between 40,000 and 69,000 kPa. For example, Figs. 9 and

10 show that as the magnitude of the modulus of elasticity

increases, the curves for the bending moments and lateral

displacements calculated by Abaqus/Cae and those pro-

duced by LPILE approach each other. Figures 9 and 10

show a comparison between the bending moments and

lateral displacements calculated by Abaqus/Cae and LPILE

for loose sand. Figures 11 and 12 show a comparison

between the bending moments calculated by Abaqus/Cae

and LPILE for medium sand, whereas Figs. 13 and 14

show a comparison between the calculated lateral dis-

placements for medium sand. Figures 15 and 16 show a

comparison between the bending moments and lateral

displacements calculated by Abaqus/Cae and LPILE for

dense sand. In the loose sand, modulus of elasticity of

10,000, 27,000, and 30,000 kPa was used in Abaqus/Cae to

calculate the bending moments and lateral displacements in

the pile to compare these results to those obtained using

LPILE. From Figs. 9 and 10, it can be observed that a

modulus of elasticity of 27,000 kPa is a good representa-

tion of the loose sand since using this value resulted in

good agreement. In the medium sand, initially, modulus of

elasticity of 10,000, 27,000, 35,000, and 69,000 kPa were

Fig. 8 Bending moment, M22

in pile due to a lateral

displacement of 0.02 m
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used in Abaqus/Cae to calculate the bending moments and

lateral displacements in the pile. Using this set of modulus

of elasticity values did not result in good agreement

between results of Abaqus/Cae and LPILE; therefore, it

was necessary to further refine and hence a modulus of

elasticity of 30,000 kPa was used. It can be observed that a

modulus of elasticity of 30,000–35,000 kPa is a good

representation of the medium sand since using these values

resulted in good agreement as shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13,

and 14. In the dense sand, modulus of elasticity of 40,000,

50,000, and 69,000 kPa were used in Abaqus/Cae to cal-

culate the bending moments and lateral displacements in

the pile and compare these results to those of LPILE as

shown in Figs. 15 and 16. It can be observed that a mod-

ulus of elasticity of 50,000–69,000 kPa is a good

representation of the dense sand since using this value

resulted in good agreement.

It should be noted that soil definition in Abaqus/Cae and

LPILE models was not the same, as explained earlier. In

conclusion, loose, medium, and dense sand can be modeled

using modulus of elasticity of 27,000 kPa, 30,000–35,000

kPa, and 50,000–69,000 kPa, respectively.

Effect of variation in number of soil springs

In SAP2000, various types of sands were also studied

including loose, medium, and dense sand. The soil was

modeled using nonlinear springs that were assigned at

different depths from the top of the pile. This approach is

similar to that in LPILE since it is based on discrete
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definition of the soil thus the soil is not modeled as a

continuum media. The number of soil springs were varied

to investigate the effect of changing the number of springs

on the performance of the pile and to determine the proper

number of springs that shall be used to model pile–soil

interaction, adequately in loose, medium, and dense sand.

Seven alternatives were used including using 3 springs, 5

springs, 6 springs, 8 springs, 10 springs, 12 springs, and 14

springs. Table 1 shows number and locations of nonlinear

springs assigned to the piles for all of the seven alterna-

tives, which were tested. The soil hysteretic properties such

as yield strength and stiffness were calculated based on the

p–y curves generated in LPILE at the defined depth loca-

tions (Fig. 5). For example, Figs. 17 and 18 show that as

the number of springs increases, the magnitude of bending

moment and lateral displacements experienced in the pile

from SAP2000 approach that obtained from LPILE. Fig-

ures 17 and 18 show a comparison between the bending

moments and lateral displacements calculated by SAP2000

and LPILE for loose sand. Figures 19 and 20 show a

comparison between the bending moments and lateral

displacements calculated by SAP2000 and LPILE for

medium sand. Figures 21 and 22 show a comparison

between the bending moments and lateral displacements
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calculated by SAP2000 and LPILE for dense sand. The

magnitude of moment decreases moving downward from

the top of the pile. A similar trend can be observed for the

lateral displacement of the pile (e.g., Fig. 18). As the sand

becomes stiffer, the induced moment in the pile is larger.

Also, using a larger number of springs leads to a better

agreement between the bending moment and lateral dis-

placement results from SAP2000 and LPILE. It can be

observed that using 12 springs led to a good match between

results of SAP2000 and LPILE; however, the use of 14

springs led to accurate results as well. A better correlation

can be obtained using a more refined model through

increasing the number of nonlinear soil springs, however,

the agreement associated with using 12 springs was con-

sidered reasonable and acceptable for all of loose, medium,

and dense sand.

Effect of applying axial load

A comparison was conducted for only medium soil between

LPILE, Abaqus/Cae, and SAP2000 to study the effect of

applying an axial load of 300 kN to the pile on the bending

moments and lateral displacements that are induced along

the depth of the pile due to the applied displacement of 2 cm

at the top of the pile. It seems that the applied axial load did

not significantly affect neither the induced bending

moments nor lateral displacements in the pile (Figs. 23, 24,

25). In Abaqus/Cae, the recommended modulus of elastic-

ity, which was determined before, of 30,000 kPa was used.

Applying the axial load did not show any significant effect

on the induced bending moment and the results obtained

from Abaqus/Cae closely matched those from LPILE

(Fig. 23). In SAP2000, the recommended arrangement of
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12 springs, which was determined before, was used and it

was found that applying the axial load did not show an

obvious effect on the induced bending moments and lateral

displacements and also these results closely matched those

from LPILE (Figs. 24, 25).

Summary and conclusions

A comparative study to analyze pile–soil interaction in soft

soil under lateral loading was conducted. A 2D finite dif-

ference method model was developed using LPILE (2012).

In this model, the pile was modeled according to the exact

dimensions of a HP 16 9 101. Various types of sands were

studied including loose, medium, and dense sand. The pile

is oriented such that bending is about the weak axis. Two

3D finite element models were developed using the finite

element software Abaqus/Cae and SAP2000. In the 3D

finite element model developed using Abaqus/Cae, both the

pile and the soil were modeled using solid continuum

elements (C3D8R) to account for the continuity of the soil.

An elastic model was adopted for the pile. A Mohr–cou-

lomb failure criterion was defined for the sands. The con-

tact behavior between the piles and the soil was defined

using tangential and normal algorithms in ABAQUS/Cae.

A rigid body motion was defined at the top of the pile by

tying the degrees of freedom of the elements embedded in

the pile cap (30 cm from the top of the pile) to a reference

point at the centroid of the pile’s cross section. In the 3D

finite element model developed using SAP2000, the pile

was modeled using a continuum 3D frame element while

the soil was modeled using a number of nonlinear soil
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springs at predefined depth locations. The properties of the

pile were the elastic properties of HP 16 9 101. The

nonlinear soil properties were obtained using the

p–y curves generated in LPILE at the predefined depth

locations and modeled using the Plastic (Wen) link element

available in SAP2000. A rigid body motion was defined at

the top of the pile by assigning the proper degrees of

freedom to the elements embedded in the pile cap to

maintain a zero slope in what simulates a guided fixation

due to the embedment of the top of the pile into the pile cap

for a distance of 30 cm. The bottom of the steel pile was

fixed to model its embedment into rock below a depth of

14.94 m from the top of the pile. Also, a displacement of

2 cm was applied at the top of the pile.

A parametric study was conducted to examine the effect

of crucial design parameters such as the variation in the

magnitudes of modulus of elasticity of the sands and the

number of soil springs on the bending moment and lateral

displacements due to an applied axial load and lateral

displacement of 2 cm at the top of the pile. The magnitude

of the modulus of elasticity was varied to determine the

proper value of modulus of elasticity that represents each

type of sand in consideration as the sand was varied from

loose to dense. For all sands, as the magnitude of the

modulus of elasticity increases, the magnitudes of the

bending moment and lateral displacements induced along

the depth of the pile predicted by Abaqus/Cae and those

obtained from LPILE approach each others in loose,
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medium, and dense sand when modulus of elasticity of

27,000, 30,000, and 50,000 kPa was used, respectively.

The effect of varying the number of soil springs on the

induced bending moment and lateral displacement along

the depth of the pile was examined using SAP2000. The

results from SAP2000 were compared to those from FD

solution by LPILE due to the effect of an induced dis-

placement of 2 cm at the top of the pile for all types of

sands. The number of nonlinear soil springs was varied

between 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 springs. Results of

SAP2000 model with 12 springs showed good agreement

with those from LPILE. However, as the number of non-

linear soil springs increases, a better agreement between

bending moment and lateral displacement magnitudes from

using SAP2000 and LPILE is obtained.

The results obtained from the FE models and FD solu-

tions show that SAP2000 and Abaqus/Cae are capable of

predicting the induced bending moments and lateral dis-

placements along the depth of the pile in soft soil to similar

level of accuracy. However, in Abaqus/Cae, the soil is

modeled as a continuum media and, in SAP2000, the soil is

defined using isolated springs. Overall, the results of

Abaqus/Cae and SAP2000 are considered to be in a good

agreement with those of LPILE.

Also, the effect of applying an axial load of 300 kN, to

the pile on the produced bending moment and lateral dis-

placement along the depth of the pile due to the applied

displacement of 2 cm at the top of the pile, is negligible.
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